
1. Introduction
The impacts of spatial variability in land surface albedo on precipitation have been widely studied at global 
and regional scales (e.g., Charney  (1975), Charney et  al.  (1977), Davin and Noblet-Ducoudré  (2010), Laguë 
et al. (2019), and Tang et al. (2023)). At mesoscales (O(10 km)), many studies have examined the impacts of an 
albedo anomaly on precipitation in the context of deforestation (Chagnon & Bras, 2005; Negri et al., 2004; Taylor 
et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2000), which causes coincident anomalies in albedo, surface roughness, and vegetation. 
Others have also examined the transient (hours to days) creation of mesoscale circulations in response to albedo 
anomalies corresponding to salt lakes (Physick & Tapper, 1990; Tapper, 1991) or other geological formations 
(Pielke et al., 1993), although they do not explicitly assess the precipitation response.

Remarkably, to our knowledge, no studies have examined the equilibrium (months or longer) precipitation response 
to a mesoscale albedo anomaly in isolation, that is, without coincident anomalies in surface roughness or other 
land surface properties (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 for an overview of how this study relates to 
previous literature (Charney, 1975; Devaraju et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2017; Hales et al., 2004; Li et al., 2018; 
Mostamandi et al., 2022; Oleson et al., 2010; Ouyang et al., 2022; Physick & Tapper, 1990; Sharma et al., 2016; 
Taylor et al., 2022; Vahmani et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2000; Xue & Shukla, 1993; Zonato et al., 2021)). This 
response is of fundamental interest, but also has important practical relevance. Recent proposals for land radia-
tive management (LRM)—a form of local geoengineering—specifically focus on modifying landscape albedo 
at mesoscales to reduce temperatures (Seneviratne et al., 2018). In agricultural areas, the proposed approaches 
include no-till farming (Davin et al., 2014) and bioengineered modification of crop albedo (Genesio et al., 2021). 
In urban areas, the use of white roofs and reflective pavements has also been proposed. Such approaches are 
capable of causing changes in surface albedo of up to 0.15 (summarized in Table 1 of Seneviratne et al. (2018)) in 
the shortwave band (approximately 0.3–5 μm), while minimally changing other land surface variables. Although 
not widespread today, it is plausible that such techniques may be deployed at scales approaching 10 km in future 
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in response to global warming. Critically, for many proposed approaches to LRM, the intent is to introduce an 
albedo anomaly into the landscape in isolation, rather than in conjunction with anomalies in surface roughness 
or vegetation (e.g., vegetation cover and height, leaf area index, stomatal conductance and rooting depth), as is 
common in studies of deforestation or afforestation.

As we will show, the equilibrium precipitation response to an isolated albedo anomaly differs profoundly from 
the response to deforestation, in which anomalies in albedo, roughness and vegetation coincide. Consider an 
idealized environment with a homogeneous land surface, sufficient soil moisture for evaporation to occur, and no 
mean wind. We highlight two possible mechanisms by which a mesoscale albedo anomaly introduced into this 
environment could change the local hydrologic cycle. In both cases, an albedo anomaly causes anomalous local 
net surface radiation. We refer to the first mechanism as the “local” mechanism, in which the net surface radiation 
anomaly causes an anomalous surface latent heat flux (evaporation of water from land into the atmosphere). The 
resulting anomalous water vapor is then locally “recycled” into a local precipitation anomaly (Figure 1a). We 
refer to the second mechanism as the “non-local” mechanism, in which the net surface radiation anomaly causes 
anomalous surface sensible heat flux and near-surface air temperature. In turn, this causes an anomalous horizon-
tal pressure gradient at the surface that drives a mesoscale circulation (Segal & Arritt, 1992), with anomalously 
high precipitation caused by the ascending branch of the circulation (Figure 1b) (Note that the mesoscale circula-
tions investigated in this study are driven by differential heating rather than heterogeneity in surface friction, such 
as those studied in Samuelsson and Tjernström (2001) and Khanna and Medvigy (2014)). For both mechanisms, 
an anomalously lower albedo results in higher precipitation over the albedo anomaly, given a sufficient supply of 
moisture. However, there is an important distinction between these two mechanisms. The non-local mechanism 
causes an anomalously lower albedo land surface to import additional water vapor from surrounding regions, 
resulting in anomalously higher soil moisture. In contrast, the local mechanism simply recycles existing water, 
resulting in no change to soil moisture. In other words, the non-local mechanism causes anomalously darker land 
surfaces to become wetter, whereas the local mechanism does not. Which mechanism dominates, in general? This 
study aims to answer that question.

Much of the previous work relevant to this question has focused on deforestation, a common cause of albedo 
anomalies. Studies using regional climate models (RCMs) and satellite observations typically implicate the 
non-local mechanism in increases in precipitation over deforested regions at scales of O(10 km) (Chagnon & 

Figure 1. Precipitation responses to anomalously low albedo. (a) A local mechanism, in which anomalously high surface 
evaporation is recycled into anomalously high precipitation, without changing soil moisture. (b) A non-local mechanism, in 
which a mesoscale circulation causes anomalously high precipitation, importing moisture from elsewhere and increasing soil 
moisture with time. (c) A hybrid mechanism, in which the non-local mechanism dominates initially, but wanes with time as 
soil moisture increases, which decreases the differential heating driving the mesoscale circulation. At equilibrium, the hybrid 
mechanism differs from both the local and non-local mechanisms. Unlike the local mechanism, soil moisture increases under 
the hybrid mechanism; unlike the non-local mechanism, there is no longer a significant mesoscale circulation.
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Bras, 2005; Negri et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2000). However, while these studies have provided 
useful insights, they are limited in understanding the precipitation response to an albedo anomaly in at least two 
respects.

First, deforestation does not only cause an albedo anomaly; it also causes anomalies in surface roughness, leaf 
area index and rooting depth (Spracklen et al., 2018). Each of these anomalies also impacts the differential surface 
heating that drives the mesoscale circulation. Our goal is to understand the unique impact of an albedo anomaly 
on precipitation, and these additional effects confound that analysis. To avoid confounding effects, we conduct 
deliberately idealized cloud-permitting simulations in which only an albedo anomaly is present in an otherwise 
homogeneous domain. This allows us to cleanly identify and understand mechanisms by which anomalous albedo 
impacts precipitation.

Second, previous studies typically trade higher model spatial resolution for a shorter model integration time. 
For example, deforestation experiments last 12 hr in Roy (2009), 3 days in Wang et al. (2000), and 10 days in 
Hartley et al.  (2016). These relatively short integration periods are useful for studying the transient response 
of the coupled land-atmosphere system to an albedo anomaly, but not the equilibrium response. In general, the 
transient and equilibrium responses can be profoundly different. For example, the transient response of precip-
itation to a soil moisture anomaly depends strongly on the arbitrary choice of initial atmospheric profile (Cioni 
& Hohenegger, 2018). In contrast, the equilibrium response is relatively insensitive to the initial atmospheric 
profile; instead, the atmospheric state is partially set by the soil moisture anomaly itself, with drier surfaces caus-
ing drier atmospheres that reduce precipitation, in general (Cheng et al., 2021). In this study, we are interested in 
understanding the equilibrium response of precipitation to an albedo anomaly, and thus conduct cloud-permitting 
simulations over a period of 500 days.

As we will show, the equilibrium response of precipitation to an albedo anomaly differs profoundly from the 
transient response examined in earlier studies. The transient response is dominated by the non-local mechanism, 
implying that darker land surfaces receive more precipitation due to mesoscale circulations. However, the addi-
tional precipitation accumulates in the soil with time and generates a soil moisture anomaly, which reduces the 
heating differential driving the mesoscale circulation. At equilibrium, the heating differential caused by the soil 
moisture anomaly and the albedo anomaly approximately cancel out, resulting in limited net moisture advection 
by mesoscale circulations. The resulting precipitation response is a hybrid of the local and non-local mechanisms: 
a soil moisture anomaly is created, which is characteristic of the non-local mechanism, but there is only limited 
net moisture transport by the mesoscale circulation, which is characteristic of the local mechanism (Figure 1c).

2. Simulations
We perform cloud-permitting simulations over an idealized land surface, similar to that shown in Figure 1, with 
varied albedo anomalies. Specifically, we use the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM (Khairoutdinov & 
Randall, 2003); version 6.11.1) coupled to a land surface model (Lee & Khairoutdinov, 2015). To ensure albe-
dos remain fixed, we deliberately set soil albedo to be independent of soil moisture (typically, the soil albedo 
would vary with soil moisture). To reasonably model the interaction between convection and large-scale forcing 
over a tropical land surface, we use the weak-temperature gradient (WTG) approximation introduced by Sobel 
et al. (2001). A complete list of experiments performed with different prescribed albedo anomalies and initial 
soil moisture values are shown in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. In our numerical experiments, “High” 
denotes the experiment where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are 0.1425 and 
0.0356, respectively. “Medium” denotes the experiment where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two 
parts of the domain are 0.1425 and 0.0713, respectively. “None1” (“None2”) denotes the experiment where the 
prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are both 0.1425 (0.1069). In addition to the exper-
iments detailed above, we also conducted simulations in which cold pools—density currents generated by cooling 
from evaporating hydrometeors (Betts & Silva Dias, 1979; Xu & Moncrieff, 1994)—are eliminated as listed in 
Table S1 in Supporting Information S1, which are referred to as the “NOCP” simulations. Advection by cold 
pools is a similar but separate mechanism compared to the mesoscale circulations that are our primary focus. The 
detailed setup of numerical simulations is available in Supporting Information S1 (Abbott & Cronin, 2021; Anber 
et al., 2015; Cheng & McColl, 2023; Kiehl et al., 1998; Raymond & Zeng, 2005; Rieck et al., 2015; Sessions 
et al., 2010; Sobel et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2003).
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2.1. Presence of Mesoscale Circulations

At equilibrium (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1), thermally-direct mesoscale circulations (Physick & 
Tapper, 1990) form in our simulations in the presence of an albedo anomaly, driven by the induced surface sensi-
ble heat flux anomaly (Segal & Arritt, 1992). An example is highlighted in Figure 2. At 9:30 a.m. local time on 
a typical day at equilibrium (day 500 of our simulation), the sensible heat flux over the low albedo anomaly is 
about 5 W m −2 larger than that over the rest of the domain (Figure 2), leading to a temperature anomaly of approx-
imately 0.7 K. The temperature anomaly creates a pressure anomaly of approximately 6 Pa near the surface, 
which causes horizontal convergence near the surface, rising air and divergence above 1 km over the low albedo 
anomaly. Clouds form over the low albedo anomaly in response to rising air, which ultimately lead to precipi-
tation. While clouds change the effective albedo of the atmospheric column, these effects are not first-order in 
explaining the hydrologic response (see Section 3, and Section S1.4.5 in Supporting Information S1).

2.2. Equilibrium Hydrologic Response to Albedo Anomalies

As expected, the low-albedo anomaly causes a positive precipitation anomaly in our simulations, with larger albedo 
anomalies causing larger precipitation anomalies (denoted by ΔP as shown in Figure 3g, where ΔP ≡ PL − PH, 
PL is precipitation over the low albedo anomaly, and PH is precipitation over the relatively higher-albedo patch). 
The same is true for anomalies in evaporation (denoted by ΔE as shown in Figure 3e) and soil moisture (denoted 
by Δϕ as shown in Figure 3a). In particular, at equilibrium, the fractional increase in simulated soil moisture is 
1.3 and 1.1 times the fractional increase in co-albedo (one minus albedo), for simulations “High” and “Medium”, 
respectively. On the other hand, at equilibrium, the heating differential (denoted by ΔH, the sensible heat flux 
anomaly) that drives mesoscale circulations is small, resulting in a negligible net advection of moisture (denoted 
by AL as shown in Figure 3e, where AL is the net horizontal advection of moisture into the low albedo anomaly). 
Furthermore, in simulations with an albedo anomaly present, net moisture advection is positive early in the 
simulation, but decreases with time (Figure 4a). The decline in net moisture advection coincides with declining 
ΔH (Figure 4b) and rising Δϕ (Figure 4c).

Figure 2. Presence of mesoscale circulations in numerical simulations. x-z diagram at 9:30 a.m. local time of y-averaged 
quantities for the experiment “Medium” on day 500, where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain 
are 0.1425 and 0.0713, respectively. The color contours denote temperature anomaly. The black arrows denote zonal velocity 
anomaly, that is, the difference between zonal velocity and its mean at each height. Note that the zonal velocity anomaly 
is only presented for those with a magnitude greater than 0.1 m s −1. The arrow below “1 m s −1” in the figure is not a real 
velocity but just used as a reference velocity scale. The gray isolines denote non-precipitating cloud ice and water equal to 
10 −5 g kg −1. The x axis denotes the distance from the domain center in x direction.
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These results do not fit neatly with either the local (Figure 1a) or the non-local (Figure 1b) mechanisms described 
earlier. The fact that net moisture advection is small at equilibrium suggests a predominantly local mechanism. 
However, a local mechanism should not cause an increase in soil moisture at equilibrium, since it simply recycles 
the same water faster, rather than adding new water. In addition, early in the simulation, net moisture advection is 
quite large, suggesting a predominantly non-local mechanism early in the simulation.

3. Theory
To understand the seemingly contradictory results identified in our simulations, we introduce a conceptual model 
of the coupled land-atmosphere system and its response to an albedo anomaly. The intent of the conceptual 
model is to highlight the most essential mechanisms that cause a precipitation anomaly to arise from the surface 
albedo anomaly (it is not intended to be used for forecasting purposes). In particular, the conceptual model will 
help assess the relative importance of the local and non-local mechanisms summarized in the introduction. Full 
details of the derivation and justifications for relevant approximations are provided in Supporting Information S1 
(Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1), with the main steps briefly summarized here. Specifically, we combine 
the atmospheric and soil moisture budgets (Equations S5 and S11 in Supporting Information S1), a “bucket” 
model for evaporation (Equation S7 in Supporting Information S1; Manabe, 1969; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Cioni 
and Hohenegger, 2018; Cheng et al., 2021), a simple mesoscale circulation model (Equation S8 in Supporting 
Information S1; Cioni and Hohenegger, 2018; Cheng et al., 2021), and a simple seepage model (Equation S9 in 
Supporting Information S1; Laio et al., 2001); assume anomalies in net radiation are dominated by anomalies in 
shortwave radiation, and that effects of anomalous cloud albedo are negligible; and approximate the land surface 
as a zero heat capacity surface with low permeability at the base of the surface soil layer.

Figure 3. Comparison of cloud-permitting simulation outputs (denoted by “Actual”) with predictions from the general 
conceptual model (Equations S15–S18 in Supporting Information S1; denoted by “Theory”). In panels (b), (d), (f), and (h), 
the comparison is with simulations in which cold pools were artificially suppressed. The names of numerical experiments are 
indicated in the x axis: “High”, “Medium”, “None1”, and “None2” (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). “High” denotes 
the experiment where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are 0.1425 and 0.0356, respectively. 
“Medium” denotes the experiment where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are 0.1425 and 
0.0713, respectively. “None1” (“None2”) denotes the experiment where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts 
of the domain are both 0.1425 (0.1069). (a) and (b) Soil moisture anomaly (Δϕ). (c) and (d) Sensible heat flux anomaly (ΔH) 
and net horizontal advection of moisture into the low albedo anomaly (AL). (e) and (f) Latent heat flux anomaly (λΔE). (g) 
and (h) Precipitation anomaly (λΔP). Note that the y-axis limits in (c) and (d) differ from those in (e)–(h).
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3.1. Predicted Equilibrium Hydrologic Response to Albedo Anomalies

In its simplest form (Equations S21–S25 in Supporting Information S1), the theory predicts that, at equilibrium, 
fractional increases in soil moisture are proportional to fractional increases in co-albedo. Specifically, it predicts

⟨Δ𝜙𝜙⟩

⟨𝜙𝜙M⟩
∝

Δ𝑎𝑎

𝑎𝑎M
, (1)

where Δϕ = ϕL − ϕH is the top 1-cm soil moisture anomaly, ϕL is soil moisture at the lower albedo surface, ϕH is 
soil moisture at the higher albedo surface, ϕM is the average soil moisture across the entire domain, a = 1 − α is 
the co-albedo, α is the surface albedo, aM is the mean co-albedo over the whole domain, and 〈⋅〉 denotes long-term 
temporal averaging (see Equation S21 and associated text in Supporting Information S1).

Since the (co-)albedo anomaly is fixed in our simulations, and soil moisture is initially spatially uniform, this 
implies that the soil moisture anomaly is caused by the prescribed surface albedo anomaly. How? The atmosphere 
is a turbulent fluid, which turbulently diffuses water vapor downgradient; this transport mechanism efficiently 
smooths out horizontal gradients in water vapor. No equivalent mechanism exists in the land surface, since it 
is a solid rather than a turbulent fluid. Thus, the atmosphere is “well-mixed” compared to the land surface. In 
Supporting Information S1, we use this difference between the land and atmosphere, combined with the concep-
tual model, to derive the relation (see derivation of Equation S25 in Supporting Information S1):

Δ𝜙𝜙(𝑡𝑡) ≈
2

ℎ ∫
𝑡𝑡

0

𝐴𝐴L(𝜏𝜏)𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏𝑑 (2)

where h is the top soil layer depth, and t is time. Thus, the soil moisture anomaly arises due to the time-integrated 
net advection of moisture, primarily resulting from the mesoscale circulation, which itself is driven by differential 
heating caused by the albedo anomaly. Thus, only the non-local mechanism is capable of generating a soil mois-
ture anomaly; the local mechanism, in which AL(t) = 0 for all t, results in no soil moisture anomaly.

In its simplest form (Equations S21–S25 in Supporting Information S1), the theory also predicts that, at equilib-
rium, all of the additional net radiation at the low-albedo anomaly land surface is used for evaporation, which is 
locally recycled back into additional precipitation over the low-albedo anomaly. Since all the additional radiation 
is used up by evaporation, this implies that there is no additional energy left for additional sensible heating. 

Figure 4. Temporal series (smoothed with a moving-average window of 100 days) of ensemble-averaged (a) net moisture 
advection (λAL) into the low albedo anomaly, (b) sensible heat anomaly ΔH, and (c) soil moisture anomaly Δϕ in simulations 
prescribed with different albedo gradients. The results from different albedo experiments are shown, following the naming 
convention listed in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. “High” denotes the experiment where the prescribed visible 
albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are 0.1425 and 0.0356, respectively. “Medium” denotes the experiment where 
the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are 0.1425 and 0.0713, respectively. “None1” (“None2”) 
denotes the experiment where the prescribed visible albedo of soil in the two parts of the domain are both 0.1425 (0.1069).
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Thus, there is no differential heating between the low-albedo anomaly and the surrounding region, which further 
implies that there is no net moisture transport by mesoscale circulations, at equilibrium. This might appear to 
contradict our earlier finding that mesoscale circulations cause the observed soil moisture gradient. However, 
there is no contradiction: the soil moisture gradient is dependent on the full history of AL(t) (Equation 2), not just 
the value at equilibrium (〈AL〉). Since mesoscale circulations exist early in the simulations, this explains how the 
soil moisture gradient arises in the first place.

To summarize, in its simplest form, the theory predicts that a surface albedo anomaly induces differential heating, 
which triggers mesoscale circulations. The circulations cause net moisture advection, increased precipitation and 
increased soil moisture at the low-albedo land surface anomaly. However, the resulting soil moisture anomaly 
increases with time, steadily reducing sensible heating at the low-albedo anomaly, and weakening the heating 
differential that drives the mesoscale circulation. After a sufficiently long period of time, the soil moisture anom-
aly is large enough to substantially weaken the heating differential and the net moisture transport from the mesos-
cale circulation effectively disappears, at least to first order.

3.2. Comparison With Simulations

How accurate are these predictions when compared with our cloud-permitting simulations? Quite accurate, 
particularly when second-order differences between the simplest version of the conceptual model and the numer-
ical simulations are taken into account. In particular:

•  The simplest version of the conceptual model (Equations S21–S25 in Supporting Information S1) assumes 
the soil water reservoir that controls evaporation behaves like a single “bucket”, with no outflows other than 
evaporation, implying that the vertical seepage anomaly from the top soil layer is zero (ΔQ = 0). In our simu-
lations, soil water varies with depth, with evaporation most sensitive to the uppermost soil layers. Thus, we 
set the “bucket” to be the same depth as the uppermost soil layer in the model (1 cm); but this implies that 
some water drains to deeper layers, and thus ΔQ is non-zero. We include the effects of non-zero ΔQ using 
the general version (Equations S15–S18 in Supporting Information S1) of the conceptual model presented in 
Supporting Information S1.

•  The simplest version of the conceptual model (Equations S21–S25 in Supporting Information S1) assumes 
the land surface has zero heat capacity, implying ΔG = 0, where ΔG is the difference in ground heat fluxes 
between the two patches. In our simulations, ΔG is small but non-zero. We include the effects of non-zero 
ΔG using the general version (Equations S15–S18 in Supporting Information S1) of the conceptual model 
presented in Supporting Information S1.

•  The simplest version of the conceptual model (Equations S21–S25 in Supporting Information S1) assumes that 
mesoscale circulations caused by a heating differential are the only cause of moisture advection. In fact, cold 
pools—density currents caused by cooling from re-evaporation of falling hydrometeors—also can contribute 
(Rieck et al., 2015). To evaluate the sensitivity of our results to the presence of cold pools, we include results 
from simulations in which cold pools have been removed (Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h), using the same approach 
as in Rieck et al. (2015) (see Supporting Information S1: Numerical simulations).

With these modifications, the general version of the conceptual model (Equations S15–S18 in Supporting Infor-
mation S1) is compared with outputs from our cloud-permitting simulations (Figure 3). The conceptual model 
provides excellent estimates of 〈ΔH〉, 〈λΔE〉 (where λ is the latent heat of vapourization of water), and 〈ΔP〉 
across a range of albedo anomalies, both with cold pools retained (Figures 3c, 3e, and 3g, respectively), and 
excluded (Figures 3d, 3f, and 3h). The conceptual model estimates of 〈AL〉 are reasonable, although biased a little 
low when the albedo anomaly is largest (Figure 3c). The bias is largely eliminated when cold pools are suppressed 
(Figure 3d), consistent with the idea that cold pools contribute to advection in the simulations, albeit to a lesser 
extent than the mesoscale circulation. The conceptual model provides qualitatively accurate estimates of 〈Δϕ〉, 
albeit biased low when the albedo anomaly is largest (Figure 3a). The bias essentially disappears when cold pools 
are suppressed (Figure 3b). This is consistent with the fact that the conceptual model neglects cold pools, which 
biases 〈AL〉 low. Since Δϕ(t) is proportional to the time integral of AL(t) (Equation 2), the negative biases in AL(t) 
accumulate with time, resulting in a negative bias in 〈Δϕ〉 that is proportionally larger than that in 〈AL〉. Neverthe-
less, the conceptual model captures the most important qualitative response of 〈Δϕ〉 to an albedo anomaly: as the 
albedo anomaly increases, so does the soil moisture gradient. Thus, cold pools are not a first-order contributor to 
the main phenomena we seek to explain. Since the intent of the conceptual model is to explain the most important 
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features of the simulations with a minimum of complexity, and including cold pools in the conceptual model 
would significantly increase its complexity, we do not attempt to include cold pools in the conceptual model.

4. Summary and Discussion
This study has sought to understand the key mechanisms by which a land surface albedo anomaly influences 
precipitation at equilibrium, in the absence of other confounding anomalies in other land surface properties, 
such as surface roughness or vegetation. In particular, we asked: is the response dominated by a local moisture 
recycling mechanism, or by a non-local mesoscale circulation mechanism? Our main conclusions are as follows:

•  In contrast to previous studies, which examined the transient response (Chagnon & Bras,  2005; Negri 
et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2000), we examined the equilibrium response. We found that the 
equilibrium response is a hybrid of both the local and non-local mechanisms (Figure 1c): there is only limited 
net moisture transport by mesoscale circulations, which is characteristic of the local mechanism (Figure 1a), but 
a soil moisture anomaly forms, which is characteristic of the non-local mechanism (Figure 1b). To first-order, 
fractional increases in soil moisture are proportional to fractional increases in co-albedo (Equation 1).

•  This apparent contradiction is due to the fact that the non-local mechanism dominates early in the simulation, 
creating a soil moisture anomaly. The soil moisture anomaly weakens the heating differential driving the 
non-local mesoscale circulation. At equilibrium, the heating anomaly caused by the soil moisture anomaly 
grows large enough to substantially reduce the heating anomaly caused by the albedo anomaly, and thus also 
substantially reduces the net moisture advection. In other words, at equilibrium, anomalously darker land 
surfaces are wetter, due to past mesoscale circulations.

Our analysis is subject to several limitations. We have examined the equilibrium response of precipitation to 
an albedo anomaly, but that response is inevitably sensitive to our parameterization of the large-scale atmos-
pheric dynamics. For maximum simplicity, we consider the case with zero horizontal mean wind. The interaction 
between convection and large-scale forcing is parameterized in our simulations by the weak temperature gradient 
(WTG) approximation (Sobel et al., 2001), which is most appropriate to the tropics. The total amount of precip-
itation in our simulations is sensitive to the choice of reference profile used in the WTG scheme, although this 
sensitivity is partly mitigated by our focus on anomalies, rather than absolute values, of precipitation and soil 
moisture. Our results are, therefore, most representative of a wet, tropical environment with little wind. Future 
studies should investigate the sensitivity of our results to varying these aspects of the simulations. Our simulations 
are also deliberately idealized, which makes their comparison with real-world observations difficult, particularly 
since anomalously high soil moisture is often a cause of anomalously high vegetation density. Thus, simple 
comparisons between satellite observations of surface albedo and soil moisture are likely to be confounded by 
differences in vegetation. Although soil albedo typically decreases as soil moisture increases (Idso et al., 1975), 
our study deliberately neglects the influence of soil moisture on soil albedo to isolate the effects of albedo alone. 
Since increases in soil moisture typically result in decreases in soil albedo, and we find that a low albedo anom-
aly results in increased soil moisture, we would expect that including the direct effect of soil moisture on soil 
albedo would only amplify the mechanism identified here. Our simulations focus on soil albedo in two broad 
spectral bands (the photosynthetically active radiation band and the near infrared band), as is conventional, but 
that approximation may lead to biases in the net surface radiative forcing (Braghiere et al., 2023). Nevertheless, 
the hybrid mechanism we identify for the equilibrium response of precipitation to an albedo anomaly is relatively 
simple, providing some degree of confidence that it is robust.

This work has important implications for local geoengineering based on albedo modification. First, if albedo is 
deliberately increased in some region on spatial scales of O(10 km) to reduce local temperatures, it may increase 
soil moisture in the surrounding area in proportion to the albedo anomaly, reducing the heating differential 
between the two regions. The surrounding region will be cooler than it would be otherwise in the absence of 
the albedo anomaly. This “cooling halo” surrounding the modified region would be an added benefit of local 
radiative management. Second, if albedo must be decreased in some region on spatial scales of O(10 km)—due 
to local land-use priorities unrelated to reducing local temperatures—long-term average temperature increases 
in that region may be mitigated by the mechanism identified here. Our results suggest that the region may attract 
more rainfall to supply reservoirs of water in the soil, which would cool the region, counterbalancing the increase 
in temperatures caused by decreased albedo. Many questions remain about the magnitude and spatial extent of 
such effects, which will be further investigated in future studies.
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Finally, we note that LRM, like any geoengineering approach, is an imperfect and partial solution to the problem 
of global warming. Its potential cooling benefits are confined to a relatively small region, and may not be cost 
effective. If established, the albedo anomaly would need to be maintained indefinitely to avoid “termination 
shock,” the rapid rebounding of temperatures to values they would have reached in the absence of geoengineer-
ing. Rapid increases in temperature following a termination shock may arguably be worse for local populations 
and ecosystems than the slower increase that would occur in the absence of geoengineering. The most direct and 
effective response to global warming is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Yet, it still seems prudent to research 
and understand approaches such as LRM, should global emissions reductions remain insufficient to prevent 
dangerous warming.

Data Availability Statement
The data set used for this study is available for public access at Harvard dataverse (https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/
WIEGH7).
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1 Supplementary Materials

1.1 Numerical simulations

We conduct deliberately idealized cloud-permitting simulations (the System for At-
mospheric Modeling (Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003)) in which only an albedo anomaly
is present in an otherwise homogeneous domain. The National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) Community Climate Model (CCM3) radiative transfer scheme is used
to compute longwave and shortwave radiation (Kiehl et al., 1998). A prognostic subgrid-
scale (SGS) turbulent kinetic energy budget model is used with a 1.5-order closure scheme
(Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003). A single-moment microphysics scheme (SAM1MOM)
is used to predict the mixing ratios of hydrometeor species (Khairoutdinov & Randall,
2003). The domain is centered at 8◦N in the tropics and is 25 km × 25 km × 22 km (Fig.
S2) in the x, y (horizontal) and z (vertical) directions, respectively. The domain is pe-
riodic in both horizontal directions and is divided into two equal patches with different
albedos in the x direction (Fig. S2). The horizontal resolution is 250 m. The vertical res-
olution varies with height: it is 30 m near the surface and 200 m near the top of the do-
main, respectively. The simulations start on January 1 and are run for 500 days, with-
out a seasonal cycle (the diurnal cycle is retained). This simulation time is much longer
than most comparable studies. Due to storage constraints, we did not output half-hourly
averaged two-dimensional data over the full 500 day period; instead, once the 500-day
simulations were complete, we ran additional 50-day simulations following the 500-day
experiments in which high-frequency outputs were obtained. The land surface type is
bare land (without vegetation) and homogeneous in all respects except for the prescribed
albedo anomaly.

The WTG approximation has been applied extensively in previous studies of trop-
ical climate over a limited domain (Raymond & Zeng, 2005; Sobel et al., 2007; Sessions
et al., 2010; Cheng & McColl, 2023). In particular, Anber et al. (2015) showed that cloud-
permitting simulations combined with the WTG approximation were relatively effective
in capturing the seasonal and diurnal cycles of precipitation over the Amazon, in con-
trast to general circulation models (GCMs). The WTG scheme (Raymond & Zeng, 2005)
relaxes the mean temperature profile toward a reference profile by imposing an advec-
tion term that is used to balance local convective and radiative heating. All the param-
eters for computing the WTG vertical velocity in this study are the same as those in Abbott
and Cronin (2021), including the reference temperature profile.

Corresponding author: Kaighin A. McColl, kmccoll@seas.harvard.edu
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Different initial soil moisture values are used to create an ensemble of simulations
for a given prescribed albedo anomaly. The default visible albedo and near-infrared albedo
values in SAM for bare soil are 0.19 and 0.38, respectively, based on satellite observa-
tions (Zhou et al., 2003). In SAM, the prescribed soil albedo is normally further mul-
tiplied by a wetness factor to represent moisture effects on albedo. As mentioned ear-
lier, we would like soil albedo to remain independent of soil moisture in our simulations,
and thus set the wetness factor to a constant value of 0.75 in all experiments. We note
that both prescribed visible and near-infrared albedo are changed in the numerical ex-
periments but the ratio of the two quantities remains the same. The prescribed anoma-
lies are of comparable magnitude to those that could be created by local geoengineer-
ing approaches reviewed in the introduction (Seneviratne et al., 2018).

We seek to disentangle the effects of these two different mechanisms by perform-
ing simulations with cold pools eliminated. To eliminate cold pools, we follow the same
approach as Rieck et al. (2015): separate simulations are run in which the evaporation
of hydrometeors is switched off for simulations ‘Medium’ and ‘High’, which are both run
with initial soil saturations of 20% and 30%. These simulations are referred to as the ‘NOCP’
simulations.

1.2 Convergence to equilibrium

Precipitation averaged over the whole domain (PM) and over the low-albedo anomaly
(PL) rapidly approach a statistical equilibrium in our 500-day numerical simulations (Fig.
S3a). In fact, both quantities are largely equilibrated after approximately 10 days (Fig.
S3a), consistent with previous weak temperature gradient (WTG) experiments (Anber
et al., 2015; Abbott & Cronin, 2021). Although the initial soil saturation (φini) in the
whole domain varies from 1% (corresponding to 0.0047 m3 m−3) to 70% (0.3273 m3 m−3),
PM at the end of the 500-day experiments is relatively insensitive to φini (not shown).
Similarly, simulations with different initial conditions converge to a relatively small range
of domain-mean soil moisture values (φM) (Fig. S3b).

1.3 Column water anomaly budget

The budgets of total atmospheric moisture over each subdomain are used to com-
pute the moisture advection between the two albedo patches. The moisture balance equa-
tion for a control volume over the low albedo anomaly can be written as

∂WL

∂t
= EL − PL +AL + SWTG, (S1)

where WL (unit in mm) is column-integrated total moisture including vapor, liquid and
solid water in the air over the low albedo anomaly, the subscript ‘L’ denotes the low albedo
anomaly, EL (unit in mm day-1) and PL (unit in mm day-1) are averaged evaporation
and precipitation rates over the low albedo anomaly, respectively, AL (unit in mm day-1)
is the net horizontal advection of moisture into the low albedo anomaly, and SWTG (unit
in mm day-1) is a source term due to the WTG approximation. Similarly, the moisture
balance equation for the high-albedo patch can be written as

∂WH

∂t
= EH − PH +AH + SWTG. (S2)

As the domain is divided into two patches, we have

AH = −AL. (S3)

We estimate daily averaged AL and SWTG by combining Equations S1-S3, since all other
variables are available as outputs from the numerical simulations.

Based on Equations S1-S3, we obtain

∂∆W

∂t
= ∆E −∆P + 2AL, (S4)
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where ∆W = WL −WH and similarly for P and E. After reaching a statistical equi-
librium, 〈∂∆W

∂t 〉 ≈ 0, where 〈·〉 denotes long-term temporal averaging. Thus, at equi-
librium, the precipitation anomaly can be approximated by

〈∆P 〉 ≈ 〈∆E〉+ 2〈AL〉. (S5)

Equation S5 is reproduced in our simulations to very high accuracy, confirming that they
have achieved a statistical equilibrium state (Figs. 3c, e & g).

1.4 Conceptual model

The conceptual model consists of four components: 1) a ‘bucket model’ for surface
evaporation; 2) a linear model of moisture advection due to mesoscale circulations; 3)
a power law model of seepage; and 4) the surface soil moisture budget.

1.4.1 Evaporation anomaly

We use a ‘bucket model’ for surface evaporation (Manabe, 1969; Cioni & Hoheneg-
ger, 2018; Cheng et al., 2021). Specifically, the latent heat flux over the low-albedo anomaly
is

λEL = ARn,L ×


0, for φL < φwp
φL−φwp

φfc−φwp
, for φwp ≤ φL ≤ φfc

1, for φL > φfc

(S6)

where λ is the latent heat of vaporization of water, E is the surface evaporation rate, φwp

is the effective ‘wilting point’ soil moisture (m3 m−3), φfc is the effective ‘field capacity’
(m3 m−3), Rn,L is net radiation (W m−2) over the low-albedo anomaly, and A is a di-
mensionless parameter. Both field capacity and wilting point refer to a threshold in soil
moisture (Seneviratne et al., 2010): the field capacity is the threshold above which wa-
ter cannot be held in the soil against gravitational drainage, and is an approximate up-
per bound on soil moisture at sufficiently long time-scales; the wilting point is the thresh-
old below which soil water cannot be absorbed by plants, and is an approximate lower
bound on soil moisture, which we set to be φwp = 0, for maximum simplicity. Effec-
tive values of A and φfc are obtained by fitting Equation S6 to outputs from the cloud-
permitting simulations, as in previous studies (Seneviratne et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2021).
Specifically, we obtain the estimates A ≈ 0.78± 0.056 and φfc ≈ 0.24± 0.032 m3 m−3

(Fig. S4a) where given confidence intervals are two standard errors. The resulting bucket
model fits outputs from the cloud-permitting simulations reasonably well (R2 = 0.68)
and is used in the conceptual model for all experiments. In Fig. S4a, each dot represents
the daily averaged value from a 500-day simulation, with varying albedo anomalies and
initial soil moisture values.

We are primarily interested in the latent heat flux anomaly (λ∆E ≡ λEL−λEH),
rather than the latent heat flux itself. Using the bucket model, this can be written as

λ∆E = A×


0, for φH ≤ φL < φwp
φM∆Rn+∆φRn,M−φwp∆Rn

φfc−φwp
, for φwp ≤ φH ≤ φL ≤ φfc

∆Rn, for φL ≥ φH > φfc

(S7)

where φM = (φL + φH)/2, ∆φ = φL − φH, Rn,M = (Rn, L + Rn, H)/2, and ∆Rn =
Rn, L −Rn, H.

In our simulations, the ensemble-averaged soil moisture typically lies between φwp

and φfc. For simplicity, we assume that this is always true of φL and φH in Equations
S6 and S7.

–3–
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1.4.2 Atmospheric moisture advection

The conceptual model uses a simple model of moisture advection, in which mois-
ture advection is dominated by mesoscale circulations caused by differential heating at
the surface. Specifically, the net moisture advection towards the albedo anomaly is ap-
proximated as AL ∝ ∆H, where ∆H ≡ HL − HH and H is the surface sensible heat
flux. A similar model has been used in previous studies (Cioni & Hohenegger, 2018; Cheng
et al., 2021). In our simulations, mesoscale circulations are prominent in the morning,
but their effects are confounded in the afternoon by the presence of cold pools caused
by convective precipitation. We choose to ignore the effects of cold pools on AL in our
conceptual model to keep it maximally simple, although we test the impact of this ap-
proximation later by contrasting with cloud-permitting simulations in which cold pools
are eliminated (NOCP simulations). Thus, in fitting the simple model for AL in Fig. S4b,
only morning outputs from the cloud-permitting simulations are used.

The model fits our simulation outputs reasonably well (Fig. S4b). Specifically,

〈AL〉 =
k

2λ
〈∆H〉 =

k

2λ
〈∆Rn − λ∆E −∆G〉, (S8)

where k is a dimensionless parameter, ∆G is the difference in ground heat fluxes between
the two patches, and ∆H = ∆Rn−λ∆E−∆G comes from the surface energy balance
equation. We estimate k = 13.8±1.38, where given confidence intervals are two stan-
dard errors. The coefficient of determination is R2 = 0.94.

1.4.3 Seepage anomaly

The conceptual model includes a simple model of seepage (vertical transport) of
soil water. In the land surface model, soil moisture refers to the volumetric water con-
tent of the top 1 cm of soil. Following Laio et al. (2001), seepage can be approximated
by a power law, Q = Ksφ

m, where Q (mm day−1) is seepage, Ks is soil hydraulic con-
ductivity and m is an empirical parameter. A simple expression for the seepage anomaly
∆Q ≡ QL −QH is then obtained by linearizing the model for seepage around a refer-
ence φ = φ0 that is close to φL and φH, resulting in ∆Q = Ksmφ

m−1
0 ∆φ+O

(
(∆φ)2

)
.

Since Ks, m and φ0 are constants, and ∆φ is small, this implies that ∆Q and ∆φ are
approximately proportional to one another. Indeed, in our simulations, the relation

〈∆Q〉 = c
(1 mm)

(1 day)
〈∆φ〉 (S9)

fits adequately (Fig. S4c), where c is a dimensionless parameter obtained by linear re-
gression, and 1 mm and 1 day are characteristic length and time scales that are included
to make c dimensionless. Linear regression between ensemble-averaged 〈∆Q〉 and 〈∆φ〉
results in an estimate of c = 1.5 ± 0.37, where the given confidence intervals are two
standard errors and the resulting R2 = 0.61.

1.4.4 Surface soil moisture anomaly budget

The conceptual model uses the surface soil moisture budget to provide a govern-
ing equation for the surface soil moisture anomaly caused by the albedo anomaly. Specif-
ically,

h
∂(∆φ)

∂t
= ∆P −∆E −∆Q, (S10)

where h is the top soil layer depth (1 cm). There is no lateral advection of water through
the top soil layer in our cloud-permitting simulations. This is by design: lateral trans-
port of moisture through or over a flat, water-limited land surface is many orders of mag-
nitude slower than lateral transport in the atmosphere, and ignoring it is thus a reason-
able simplification here. At equilibrium, this relation reduces to

〈∆P 〉 − 〈∆E〉 − 〈∆Q〉 ≈ 0. (S11)
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1.4.5 Derivation of conceptual model

In this Section, we derive the conceptual model presented in the main text. We first
derive a general version that is less simple but more quantitatively accurate, which is used
in the comparison with cloud-permitting simulations in Fig. 3. We then highlight a spe-
cial case of the general version, which is particularly simple, and highlighted in Equa-
tions 1 and 2 of the main text. First, we combine the moisture budgets (Equations S5
& S11), the bucket model for evaporation (Equation S7), the mesoscale circulation model
(Equation S8) and the seepage model (Equation S9) to obtain an equation that can be
solved for 〈∆φ〉:

〈∆φ〉 =

〈(
∆Rn

Rn,M

(
φ̂− φM

)
− φfc − φwp

ARn,M
∆G

)
/

(
1 +

φfc − φwp

AkRn,M
cλ

)〉
, (S12)

where φ̂ ≡ 1
Aφfc+

(
1− 1

A

)
φwp and Rn,M is net surface radiation averaged over the whole

domain. Note that φ̂ can be interpreted as the value of soil moisture such that λE(φ̂) =
Rn, if the water-limited regime of the bucket model applied for φ > φfc.

Second, we assume that differences in net radiation between the two albedo patches
(∆Rn) are dominated by differences in shortwave radiation (∆Rns), and that differences
in cloud albedo are negligible. Specifically, we assume that

∆Rn ≈ ∆Rns = (1− αL)(1− αcL)RTOA,s − (1− αH)(1− αcH)RTOA,s

≈ −∆αRTOA,s, (S13)

where RTOA,s is downward shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, α and αc

are the land surface and cloud albedos, respectively, and ∆α = αL − αH. Similarly,
the domain-averaged net radiation at the land surface can be approximated as

Rn,M ≈ (1− αM)(1− αcM)RTOA,s ≈ (1− αM)RTOA,s. (S14)

While these two approximations both lead to biased estimates of ∆Rn and Rn,M, we are
only interested in the ratio of these quantities, which is relatively unbiased in our sim-
ulations (not shown).

Substituting Equations S13 and S14 into Equation S12 and rearranging results in

〈∆φ〉
φ̂− 〈φM〉

=

〈(
∆a

aM
− φfc − φwp

ARn,M(φ̂− φM)
∆G

)
/

(
1 +

φfc − φwp

AkRn,M
cλ

)〉
, (S15)

where a = 1 − α is the co-albedo. In our simulations, the predicted 〈∆φ〉 from Equa-
tion S15 is close to that predicted from Equation S12. This further supports the approx-
imations used in the derivation of Equation S15. Combining Equations S5, S8, S9 and
S11, we obtain the following expressions:

〈∆H〉 =
λ〈∆Q〉
k

=
cλ〈∆φ〉

k
, (S16)

λ〈∆E〉 = 〈∆Rn〉 −
λ〈∆Q〉
k

= 〈∆Rn〉 −
cλ〈∆φ〉

k
, (S17)

and

〈∆P 〉 =
〈∆Rn〉
λ

+

(
1− 1

k

)
〈∆Q〉 =

〈∆Rn〉
λ

+ c

(
1− 1

k

)
〈∆φ〉. (S18)

Finally, combining equations S4 (the budget for the total atmospheric moisture anomaly)
and S10 (the budget for the soil moisture anomaly) gives the equation

h∆φ(t) +

∫ t

0

∆Q(τ)dτ + ∆W (t) =

∫ t

0

2AL(τ)dτ. (S19)

–5–
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Since the (turbulent, fluid) atmosphere is well-mixed compared to the (solid) land sur-
face, we make the approximation ∆W (t)� h∆φ(t) +

∫ t
0

∆Q(τ)dτ , which is an excel-
lent approximation in our numerical simulations (not shown). Thus

∆φ(t) ≈ 1

h

∫ t

0

(2AL(τ)−∆Q(τ))dτ. (S20)

1.4.6 Special case: zero-heat capacity surface with impermeable lower
boundary

It is clarifying to consider an idealized special case of the conceptual model. First,
we assume the land surface has zero heat capacity (implying ∆G = 0), a common ide-
alization of land surfaces. Second, we assume that the top soil layer is effectively imper-
meable at its base (implying c = 0). This would be the case, for example, for a shal-
low soil layer positioned above an impermeable bedrock, but is less accurate when the
permeable soil layer(s) extend deeper. Applying these approximations results in the fol-
lowing equations, corresponding to equations S15-S18 and S20, respectively:

〈∆φ〉
〈φM〉

=

(
φ̂− 〈φM〉
〈φM〉

)
∆a

aM
∝ ∆a

aM
, (S21)

〈∆H〉 = 0, (S22)

λ〈∆E〉 = 〈∆Rn〉, (S23)

λ〈∆P 〉 = 〈∆Rn〉, (S24)

∆φ(t) ≈ 2

h

∫ t

0

AL(τ)dτ. (S25)

We include this special case since it cleanly demonstrates the main qualitative result:
the soil moisture anomaly is proportional to the normalized albedo anomaly. However,
Equations S15-S18 are used in the quantitative comparison with SAM simulations in the
main text (Fig. 3), since they are a little more quantitatively accurate.

–6–
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Albedo anomaly 
in isolation

Albedo anomaly 
at equilibrium

Albedo anomaly 
at mesoscales

This 
study

Physick et al. (1990)
Sharma et al. (2016)
Vahmani et al. (2016)
Mostamandi et al. (2022)

Charney et al. (1975)
Oleson et al. (2010)
Li et al. (2018)

Xue and Shukla (1993)
Evans et al. (2017)
Hales et al. (2004)
Devaraju et al. (2015)

Wang et al. (2000)

Taylor et al. (2022)

Figure S1. Venn diagram categorizing some of the previous literature (Charney, 1975; Oleson

et al., 2010; Li et al., 2018; Xue & Shukla, 1993; Evans et al., 2017; Hales et al., 2004; Devaraju

et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2022; Physick & Tapper, 1990; Sharma et al., 2016; Vahmani et al.,

2016; Mostamandi et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2000) investigating land surface albedo effects on

climate. The main novelty of this study is its investigation of the equilibrium response of precipi-

tation to mesoscale albedo anomalies in isolation.
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Figure S2. Schematic illustration of simulated region.
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Figure S3. (a) Temporal series of daily precipitation averaged over the whole domain (PM)

and over the low albedo anomaly (PL) in the experiment ‘Medium’ where the initial soil sat-

uration is 10%. (b) Temporal series of soil moisture averaged over the whole domain (φM) in

experiments ‘Medium’ prescribed with different initial soil moisture.
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Figure S4. Fitting the conceptual model to outputs from the cloud-permitting simulations.

(a) The fitted bucket model for latent heat flux based on numerical simulations. Each dot in (a)

represents daily averaged values in all 500-day simulations described in Table 1. (b) The linear

model for 〈AL〉 and 〈∆H〉 based on numerical simulations. (c) The linear model for 〈∆Q〉 and
1 mm
1 day

×〈∆φ〉. Each dot in (b) and (c) represents the long-term average of variables in a numerical

experiment described in Table 1 for morning and whole-day series, respectively.
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Table S1. List of experiments run in this study. ‘albedo’ refers to the prescribed surface visible

albedo. The same set of φini are prescribed for ‘Medium’ and ‘High’.

Numerical
experiments

albedo
αH

albedo
αL

Initial soil moisture
φini (%)

(m3 m−3)

Medium 0.1425 0.0713

1 (0.0047), 5 (0.0234),

10 (0.0468), 20 (0.0935),

30 (0.1403), 40 (0.1870),

50 (0.2338), 60 (0.2805),

70 (0.3273)

High 0.1425 0.0356

1 (0.0047), 5 (0.0234),

10 (0.0468), 20 (0.0935),

30 (0.1403), 40 (0.1870),

50 (0.2338), 60 (0.2805),

70 (0.3273)

None1 0.1425 0.1425
10 (0.0468), 20 (0.0935),

30 (0.1403), 40 (0.1870),

50 (0.2338), 60 (0.2805)

None2 0.1069 0.1069
10 (0.0468), 20 (0.0935),

30 (0.1403), 40 (0.1870),

50 (0.2338), 60 (0.2805)

Medium NOCP 0.1425 0.0713 20 (0.0935), 30 (0.1403)

High NOCP 0.1425 0.0356 20 (0.0935), 30 (0.1403)
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